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ments another movement should oome^into existence in the shape of the Youth Movement
is in itself a sufficient proof that such a phenomenon was called for. There is certainly'
some fundamental craving in the soul of the individual and of the nation to satisfy which
the Youth Movement had to be carried. What is that fundamental craving? It is th&
desire for freedom and self-fulfilment.
Significance of Youth Movement.
J* The country needs to-day a movement which will vouchsafe to the individual and
to the nation corap'ete emancipation from bondage of every kind as well as the fullest
power of self-fulfilment and self-expression. There are people, who would like to convert
our Youth Conferences into the back benches of the Indian National Congress, but little
do they understand the purpose and significance of the Youth Movement.
" The Indian "National Congress, being primarily a political body, is naturally res-
tricted in the scope. Even with regard to the political problem its obj jctive has not y&t
been declared to be full independence. Ib is not therefore a matter for surprise that
youngmen anrt young women, who see life as one whole and who desire freedom in every
sphere of life, should feel dissatisfied with a purely political body lik« the Indian National
Congress and would hanker after a movement which endeavours to satisfy all the cravings
of the human soul and the needs of our life. It therefore follows that while the Youth
Movement is nob merely political, it is not non-political. In its scope it is as large as
life. And since the whole includes all its parts, it is certain that the growth of the Youth
Movement will stimulate our political development as well.
Emblem of Dissatisfaction.
" The Youth Movement is an emblem of our dissatisfaction with the present ord«r of
things. It stands for the revolt of Youth against age-long bondage, tyranny and oppres-
sion. It seeks to create a new and a better world for ourselves and for humanity by
removing all shackles and giving the fullest scope to the creative activity of mankind.
The Youth Movement is not therefore an additional or an exotic growth superimposed on
the movements of to-day, It is a genuine independent movement, the main-springs of which
lie deeply embedded in human nature.
" This movement has come into existence because it fulfils, or strives to fulfil, a crying
need of the timos and the cravings of the bu nan soul.    If  one  does  not  realise the inner
meaning  and  purpose of the movement, he can do nothing by merely pining the movement
or by  ** capturing "  youth associations.    To ray mind a~y association of  young men and
young   women  cannot  deserve  the  name of youth association unless it has all the charac-
teristics of the latter.    As I have already  hinted,  all  youth movements are  characterised
by  a  feeling  of  restlessness  and  of  dissatisfaction  with  the existing state of things and
they seek to usher  in  a  better order.    • hey  stand  for freedom from  bondage and for
revolt against  custom  and  authority,  where  custom  and authority  militate against the
promptings of the human  conscience.    Their  motto is  self-confidence  and  self-reliance—
as against blind homage and unquestioning obedience to our elders.    In these circumstances
one cannot be surprised if some of onr elders view these movements with dislike or disfavour,
14 The purpose  of the youth movement is to re-create onr whole life and to breathe into
it tbp inspiration of a new ideal.   It is  this  ideal  which  will  give  a  new  meaning and
significance to  the  life that we create.    That ideal is full all-round freedom and complete
self-fulfilment.    Freedom and  self-fulfilment a™ intimately   and  inseparably connected.
Without freedom, self-fulfilment is not possible and freedom has value because it lead« to
self-fulfilment.
A New Creation.
'* The youth movement is in its scope co-extensive with life itself. It therefore follow
that the youth movement will have ae many departments as tbere are aspects in our
life. If we are to rejuvenate tbe body, we shall need sports, athletics and gymnastics*
If we are to emancipate and re-educate the mind, we shall need a new literature, a higher
and better type of education and a healthy conception of morality. If we are to rejuvenate
society, we shall have to do away ruthlesey with hide-bound ideas and customs and
tiabBtitT&e new and healthy ones instead, Further, we shall have to revalue the existing
social and moral values in the light of the ideal of the age and in all probability
to introduce a new scale of values which will govern the society of the future,
striking out a new line of thought and action it is but natural that we
s6 existing ideas and vested interests and against the powers that be.
notbe afraid of that. The progress of the Youth Movement will have to bfl
of opposition and in the face of numerous obstacles. Occasions will
fcemmed in from all sides and it will appear as if we stand

